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An efficient solution to the generalized detailed routing problem in segmented channels for
row-based FPGAs is presented. A generalized detailed routing allows routing of each con-
nection using an arbitrary number of tracks, i.e., doglegs are allowed. This approach is
different from the normally followed method where each connection is routed on a single
straight track. We present a router that performs generalized segmented channel routing
using a greedy approach to route channels. The router also renders itself to limited tolerance
against faults in the routing architecture.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) are be-
coming increasingly popular for rapid prototyping of
Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs). FP-
GAs exist in various layout styles which include ma-
trix architecture, row based architecture, sea of gates,
and complex PLDs. A row-based FPGA is composed
of rows of configurable logic modules. Two rows of
logic modules are separated by a routing channel.
The width of routing channel is fixed. In order to

incorporate user configurability within the intercon-
nection path, a wiring track is organized as a set of
segments of various lengths. The segments are ar-
ranged adjacent to one another in horizontal routing
channels. Two or more adjacent segments can be con-

nected electrically to form a long wiring path. Verti-

cal wiring segments run over the logic modules. Each

pin of a module connects to a dedicated vertical seg-
ment. Vertical segments that are not dedicated to the

pins of modules serve as feed-throughs between the

routing channels. Antifuses are provided at the inter-

section of vertical and horizontal segments. An Anti-

fuse, when programmed, provides a low resistance

path between two segments [6]. Fuses and pass tran-

sistors are also provided between two adjacent hori-
zontal/vertical segments. When programmed, pass
transistors provide a low resistance path between two

adjacent segments. Figure 1 illustrates the channeled
field programmable gate array architecture. Commer-
cially such FPGAs are available from Actel [4, 8, 7].
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FIGURE General Architecture of Channeled FPGA

There are various programming technologies avail-
able and each has its own advantages and disadvan-
tages. One common disadvantage that appears across
all the programming technologies is that they have
moderately high programmable fuse resistance. A
typical programmable fuse can provide a resistance
from 500 ohm to 2K ohm. Such high resistance re-
suits in serious performance degradation when a wir-
ing path has many programmable fuses. The more the
number of fuses in any one routing path, the worse is
the performance. One obvious way to reduce the
number of fuses per routing path is to provide long
segments within the channel. However, such a perfor-
mance enhancement is obtained at the cost of low
channel utilization and reduced circuit routability.
Normally, routing is performed by achieving a good
compromise between segment lengths and the overall
design performance.

2. RELATED WORK

The segmented channel routing problem is NP-com-
plete [11]. The channel routing problem for seg-
mented channels is much more restrictive than the
conventional channel routing problem [11] which in
itself is NP-complete. An example of routing in a
channeled FPGA is illustrated in Figure 2. The output

FIGURE 2 An example of routing in channeled FPGAs

of module 3 is brought on to a horizontal segment
through means of a programmed switch, which in
turn is connected to the input pin of module 4
through another programmed switch. Two horizontal
segments are connected together to form a longer
path so as to reach the inputs of cells 1 and 2 and
form a connection.
The first known theoretical results on the combina-

torial complexity and algorithm design for segmented
channel routing were presented by Roychowdhury,
Greene, and E1 Gamal in [11]. Unlimited Segment
Routing (USR) that involves finding a routing when
each connection can use an arbitrary number of seg-
ments is known to be NP-complete. k-Segment Rout-
ing (k-SR) is a restriction on the unlimited segment
problem where each connection can occupy at most k
number of segments, k-segment routing is strongly
NP-complete even when k 2. If all tracks are seg-
mented identically, i.e., the locations of the switches in
each track is the same then it is easy to see that USR
and k-SR problems can be solved using the left-edge
algorithm [9] in O(MT) time, where M is the number
of connections to be routed and T is the number of
tracks. Optimal Routing (OR) tries to find a routing
that is optimal with respect to some criteria. A general
O(T!M) time complexity algorithm using dynamic
programming has been presented for solving the USR,
k-SR, and OR problems 11 ]. An important point to be
noted for all these results is that a connection is always
restricted to be routed using single wiring track.
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Generalized Segmented Channel Routing (GSCR)
allows a connection to be assigned to more than one
track. In other words, unlike previous discussion
where each connection is restricted to one track, gen-
eralized segmented channel routing allows insertion
of doglegs, i.e., a connection can partially route on a

wiring track using some wiring segments, change
over to another track using a vertical segment, and
continue to route using more wiring segments that are
dispersed on various tracks. This problem can have
many formulations. A generalized routing that uses at
most k segments for routing, or that uses at most
different tracks for routing, or the one where connec-
tion can switch tracks only at pre-determined col-
umns are some of the formulations. Preliminary re-
suits have been presented for the generalized seg-
mented channel routing problem in [11]. It is also
shown that a polynomial-time algorithm exists for
generalized segmented channel routing problem if the
number of tracks is bounded. Zhu and Wong [14]
have presented a heuristic algorithm for k-segment
routing. They reduce the problem of segmented chan-
nel routing to the problem of finding a maximum in-

dependent set of an undirected graph and then solve it

using a greedy heuristic. Burman, et. al. [2], have
presented segmented channel routing algorithm that
has the following features--(1) it minimizes not only
the delay of the longest net but also reduces the av-
erage delay; (2) while calculating the delay, not only
the number of anti-fuse, but also the resistive and
capacitance effects of the unused portions of the
tracks and the un-programmed switches, are taken
into account. A modified version of the Elmore delay
model [13] has been used to compute the signal de-
lays. Roy has developed an efficient bounded search
algorithm for segmented channel routing[10].

3. GENERALIZED SEGMENTED CHANNEL
ROUTING

In this section, we describe a router for the general-
ized segmented channel routing GSCR problem. Our
router (GSC) is capable of performing generalized

segmented channel routing [11 ], i.e., each connection
can be routed using more than one track. This is pos-
sible when vertical segments are available as part of
the routing architecture, so that a connection can lie
partly on one track and can take a dogleg to another
track through a vertical segment. In row based FP-
GAs, such vertical resources are sometimes present.
After technology mapping [5] and placement of logic
modules, input and output wires associated with un-
used logic blocks can be used for introducing dog-
legs. Long vertical lines that run across the FPGA
architecture can also be used for introducing doglegs.
The practice of using long wires for introducing dog-
legs may not be very practical due to excessive delay
introduced by capacitance of long lines. The principal
benefit of doglegs is that it can help in increasing the
routing capacity of a segmented channel. Figure 3
illustrates an example of a segmented routing prob-
lem where for the given set of connections and chan-
nel, there exists a routing only if doglegs are allowed.
It can easily be seen that the following routing solu-
tion involving one dogleg exists: c2 is assigned to
s21, c3 to s22, cl to sll and s23 (dogleg), c4 to s12
and c5 to s24. This is illustrated in Figure 4. The
dogleg is introduced for connection cl just before the
switch between segments sll and s12. Another solu-
tion of routing is identical to one just described ex-
cept that connection c4 is assigned to segment s24
and connection c5 is assigned to segment s12.
The area-performance trade-offs are handled with

the help of a cost function which takes into account
the number of Antifuses that the net will have to
drive and the segment wastage that will occur if a
connection is assigned to a track in a column.

C /.
Conneetiem

Switches Horizontal
Routin8 Tracks

FIGURE 3 A case where routing is not possible without doglegs
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FIGURE 4 Routing solution for the routing instance in figure 3

3.1 Associated Terminology

We describe some terms and data-structures before
presenting the description of the router. Routing is
carded out on a .channel divided in C columns, where
C is the number of logic modules in a row. A column
is a band of width equal to the width of one logic
module. Figure 5 illustrates a channel. Columns are
numbered 1 through C. For each column j a list of
connections to be routed is maintained in the Connec-
tions_List(j). This list comprises of two types of con-
nections. One type (L1) refers to those connections
that start in the column j. The second type (L2) com-
prises of the connections that start in column i, where
1 <- -< j 1. Figures 6 and 7 illustrate the connec-
tions of type L and L2 respectively. The routing is
performed by successively visiting columns from left
to fight. Clearly, the connections of type L2 are the
ones that can be moved from one track to another
using a dogleg. While visiting a column j, -< j -< C,
the connection is moved to a different track using an
unused a vertical segment belonging to columnj 1.
Suppose a connection cj-1 belonging to track in
columnj is to be moved (using a dogleg) to track

t2 in column j 1. Such an assignment of cj-1 is
possible iff, (1) track t2 is unoccupied in columns j
and j, and (2) there exists a horizontal pass transis-

tor on track before the beginning of column j such
that track can be used to assign incoming (new)

lgic Module Modde Pins

/ /
Columm

FIGURE 5 A routing channel

Cohtnmj

FIGURE 6 Connections of Type

connections in column j. In other words, if track
extends a single metal segment from column j 1 to

column j, then the doglegging is not useful. In fact, in
the absence of horizontal pass transistor, the dogleg-
ging introduces two unnecessary fuses in the routing
of connection c-1. Similarly, the list of free (unas-
signed) tracks for each column j, <- j -< C, is main-
tained in Tracks_List(j). The upper bound for the
number of connections in the Connections_List(j) is
also the channel density at column j.
The routing of connections, i.e., assignment to

tracks is maintained in a tree data-structure called the
Routing_Permutations_Tree (RPT). An RPT is con-
structed for each column j, -< j -< C, and is denoted
by RPT(j). RPT(j) is constructed from Connections

_List(j) and the Tracks_List(j). The root of RPT(j) is a
node labeled Col(j). RPT(j) has Connections_List(j)]
+ 1 number of levels, the root being at level 0. Each
level i, <- <- Connections_List(j)l, denotes all
possible assignments of connection i Connections

_List(j) to the tracks belonging to Tracks_List(j), 1 <--
j --< C. We define c-- t as an assignment of con-
nection CJp Connections_List(j), 1 <-p <- Connections

_List(j)[, to a track tk Tracks_List(j), 1 <- k <--
[Tracks_List(j)[, 1 <- j <-- C. Assignment of connec-
tion Cp Connections_List(j), 1 <--p <-[Connections
_List(i)[, to a track tk Tracks_List(j), 1 <- k <-
[Tracks_List(j)[, 1 <- j <-- C is said to be valid_assign-
ment if,

1. connection c is of type L and track t, is unoccu-
pied in column j, or

Columnj

00000

FIGURE 7 Connections of Type L
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2. connection Cp is of type L2, continues on using the
same track, and track t{ is unoccupied in column j,
or

3. connection c is of type L2 and switching tracks to

tk, then tk should be unoccupied in both column j
and column j 1.

We construct RPT(j) in the breadth first order, i.e.,
for all valid_assignment c---> t{, 1 <- k <- Tracks
_List(j)l, a child of the root node is created with label

k. For each node at level 1, a child with a label tk
is inserted at level for a valid_assignment c{-- t
under the restriction that ancestors of the inserted
node at level (connections 1 through c_ 1) have not
been assigned to track . It can easily be seen that
RPT(j) enumerates all possible routings of cp Con-
nections_List(/) within column j. In addition to a la-
bel indicating the track assignment, a node at any
level also maintains accumulated_cost of routing.
The accumulated_cost for a node A at level is

’ik=l assignment_cost(k), where assignment_cost(k)
is the cost of assignment c --->. t,.tp Tracks_List(j),
and the node representing c t belongs to the path
from root to A. The assignment_cost reflects the num-
ber of Antifuses programmed to route a connection
and the waste of metal. The waste of metal occurs
because connections do not always end at the end of
assigned segments. Since our router scans the chan-
nel from left to fight, our cost function takes only
anticipated metal waste into account, i.e., amount of
metal wasted to the fight end of a connection. Cur-
rently with PLICE Antifuse a resistive load of about
500 ohms is incurred for each programmed fuse.
Generally, in practice, a connection should not con-
tain anymore than four programmed fuses.

3.2. Cost Function

As stated earlier, the cost function reflects the number
of programmed Antifuse as well as the metal waste.
assigmnment_cost can be written as,

where fuse is the number of Antifuses (cfuse +
hfuse) programmed for routing a connection and ex-

cess_metal represents the amount of wasted metal on

the right end of the last segment belonging to a con-

nection. The quantity excess_metal minimizes, in a

greedy fashion, the metal waste as the routing
progresses from left to the fight end of the routing
channel, ot and are constants. Figure 8 illustrates
the design of the cost function.
The algorithm for routing is described now.

Procedure Route
Input: A segmented channel and a list of connec-
tions to be routed.
Output: A routing of connections with the assign-
ment of tracks.
Step 1" For each column j, 1 -< j -< C, do steps 2 to

5.
Step 2: Form the Connections_List(j), form the
Tracks_List(j), root node labeled col(j) for RPT(j).
Step 3: For each connection cJi, c Connections

_List(j) and for each track tk, tk Tracks_List(j), if
c{---> t{ is a valid_assignment then create a new
node with a label tk and add an edge from its parent
at level 1 to the new node at level and asso-

Nodes with
an Accumulated
Cost of

Connection (Level 2)

Connection D (Level D)

fuse + f x excess_metal FIGURE 8 The cost function
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ciate an assignment_cost for the added node. 1 -<
<-- [Connections_List(j) and 1 <- k <- Tracks
_List(j) l.
Step 4: Select the node A at level Connections
_List(j)[ with least accumulated_cost. The path
from A to the root node is the least cost routing of
connections in Connections_List(j) in column j.
Step 5: Assign connections to the tracks as per path
in step 4 and mark the associated segments in col-
umn j as occupied.

4. COMPLEXITY OF ROUTING

In this section we give analysis of the worst case
space and time complexity of the routing.
The time spent in routing is due to the expansion

of the Routing_Permutations_Tree for each column.
The exhaustive enumeration of all paths can lead to
an exorbitantly large tree. In order to control the com-
binatorial explosion at lower levels of the tree, we
constantly prune the tree to retain only few best can-
didate nodes. At each level, before propagating the
children to the next level, the number of nodes is
pruned to a much smaller number. We define the win-
dow_size, W, which represents the number of nodes
that are retained at each level. The rest are freed. The
nodes that are retained are not selected randomly but
according to their accumulated_cost. For this purpose
a bucket data-structure called cost_array is main-
tained at each level. The cost_array is an array of
pointers, each element of the array being a pointer to

all the nodes in that level (stored as a linked list),
which have an accumulated_cost equal to the index
value of the bucket element (see Figure 9). Thus the
nodes at any level are split up among the elements of

h.us@ C’US@

FIGURE 9

excess metal

The Routing Permutations Tree for the GSC Router

the cost_array according to their accumulated_cost
value. At the time of pruning, only the least cost

nodes are retained. This is easy since the cost_array
has the nodes sorted according to their accumulated
_costs. The cost_array helps in speeding up the algo-
rithm considerably, because insertion of a node at the
next level just consists of indexing into the cost_ar-

ray using the cost field of the node and inserting the
node at the beginning of the list. This is a constant

time operation. It also speeds up the pruning as the
nodes can be retained starting from the first element
of the cost_array and proceeding till W number of
nodes are reached. The rest of the nodes are freed.
The value of W was determined experimentally. It
was found that even when the value of W was kept as
small as 50 nodes, there was no degradation in the
quality of routing when compared against an exhaus-
tive enumeration. This also played an important role
in the speed of routing and the low memory require-
ments of the router.

THEOREM 1. The maximum number of nodes at each
level is less than or equal to T! where T is the number

of routing tracks in a channel.

Proof" The root node can have at most T number of
child nodes. Each of those children can have at most

(T 1) children because the track used by the parent
node cannot be used by the child node. Hence, the
total number of nodes at the level-1 can be T, the
level-2 T(T 1), the level-3 T(T- 1)(T- 2) and so
on. At level there will be at most T(T 1)(T
2)...(T (i 1)) nodes. The maximum number of
levels in the tree is at most the channel density, which
is at most equal to T. Hence the number of nodes in
each level is at most T!.

The channel density D sets an upper bound on the
number of connections in the Connections_Listfj), 1
-< j -< C. Thus, there can be at most D levels in the
RPT(j), -< j -< C. A node at any level can have at
most tj children, where T2 is the number of tracks in
the Tracks_List(j). Before a node is inserted in the
RPT(j), <-- j <-- C, it is checked if the assignment is
valid. This can be done in at most O(D) time. Then
the overall time complexity of the algorithm is
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O(D2.T.W.C). The memory requirement for the router
is bounded by the maximum size of RPT(j), 1 <- j <-
C. Worst case complexity for both time and space
occurs when D, the channel density, is equal to T, the
total number of tracks, for all the columns and when
there is no pruning carded out for the Routing_Per-
mutations_Tree. If there is no pruning the maximum
number of nodes at any level in the Routing_Permu-
tations_Tree will be T! instead of W, as established
by Theorem 1. And the total number of nodes in all
the levels will be O(T!). Hence D will be substituted
by T and W by T! and the time and memory require-
ments will be O(T3T!C) and O(T!) respectively.

LEMMA 1 The overall worst case time complexity of
the routing algorithm is O(T3T!C).

LEMMA 2 The worst case memory requirements for
the router is O(T!).

5. TOLERANCE AGAINST FAULTY ROUTING
ARCHITECTURE

The Actel style row based FPGA architecture lends
itself to limited fault tolerance. This was first noted
by Kaushik Roy [10]. In order to make efficient use
of such fault tolerance, the configuration tools must
have algorithms that can work around the faults. In
FPGA configuration, these tools would include pro-
grams for technology mapping, placement, and rout-

ing. In order for these tools to work around faults, the
complete knowledge of fault pattern is required. In
case of faulty logic blocks the placement algorithm
should avoid using the faulty logic blocks. We are
interested in addressing routing fault tolerance, i.e.,
how to use our router in the presence of faults in the
routing architecture. The routing architecture com-
prises,

1. wiring segments,
2. horizontal (hfuse) and cross cfuse fuses.

Antifuses offer extremely high resistance prior to
FPGA configuration. Thus a faulty Antifuse (hfuse or
el’use) would offer a low resistance short circuit path.

If a cfuse is faulty in column j then there exists a
wiring segment in column j, which is connected to an

input/output pin of the logic block in column j due to

the faulty cfuse. Let such wiring segment be Sy and let

sy belong to track k. If the location of faulty cfuse and
associated connected segment is known a priori, our

algorithm can route around the faulty cfuse with min-
imal modification. To achieve this we do the follow-
ing steps,

while routing for some column / 1 such that <
j and column has a vertical resource for a possible
dogleg, and column is closest to j satisfying such
property, do the following,

the assignment_cost for each valid_assignment
of connections in Connection_List(i + 1) to track

tk is set to .
Later for all columns from + 2 to j, the track tk

would not be included in the Tracks_List. The step
described above forces connection occupying track tk
in column + 1 to some other track using the vertical
resource in column and prohibits any other connec-
tion to use track tk until column j. Figure 10 illus-

trates this step.
In case a horizontal hfuse is faulty such that two

segments are electrically connected, then the two

connected segments should be treated as one long
segment while describing the input to our algorithm.
This is again based on assumption that the location of
faults is known prior to the FPGA configuration. The
case when segment becomes faulty due to disconti-

nuity is also easy to handle. The faulty segment has
to be avoided and the routing is done using step very
similar to the one used for cfuse faults. Figure 11
illustrates the step.

!ooooo ooooo’ oooo ooooo oo oo

k

li/i j\
Not usable segments Faulty cruse

vertical resource

FIGURE 10 Routing in the presence of cruse fault
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FIGURE 11 Routing in the presence of segment fault

Thus in all cases, our algorithm provides some de-
gree of fault tolerance. This is a yield enhancing fea-
ture. It should be noted that the fault tolerance is
achieved only if the location of faults is known. This

may not be commercially viable because it requires
exposing foundry specific data to the CAD tools.

6. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

Industrial design circuits from Actel were used to test
the router. These circuits were placed on Actel 1280
FPGA using the Actel ALS tool. The global routing
for these circuits was performed using the global
router developed in [12]. The circuits were mapped
on an Actel 1280 FPGA, so the global and detailed
router were parameterized for the Actel 1280 archi-
tecture [1]. The Actel 1280 FPGA has 17 rows of
logic modules, separated by routing channels. There
are 82 columns (each comprising of one logic mod-
ule) in each row. The routing channels have 36 hori-
zontal tracks each, except the first and last channel
which have 27 tracks each. The horizontal tracks are
segmented in a pre-defined format which was
adopted for the detailed router. However the segmen-
tation scheme is just an input parameter and can be
changed.

For the sake of comparison, the algorithm pre-
sented in [11] for unlimited segment routing (USR)
was coded and tested against our router. Unfortu-
nately the time and memory requirements for the
USR grow rapidly with the increase in Tmthe num-
ber of tracks, and the pruning heuristics used to re-
duce these requirements are not known. Hence the
two routers were compared using smaller, random
netlists. Table I shows the results of executing both

Table Comparative results of Unlimited Segment Router and
Generalized Segmented Channel Router

USR router GSC Router

No. of CPU secs. Fuses No. of CPU secs. Fuses No. of
tracks tracks Doglegs

7 Not routable 7 0.2 17
8 4.6 16 8 0.1 13 0
9 41.4 17 9 0.2 15
10 5.92min 22 10 0.3 17
11 Out of memory 11 0.2 15

15 0.3 13 0
35 0.8 6 0

the routers on four different random netlists for vari-

ous number of tracks. Here, USR router refers to the
unlimited segment routing as described in [11], and
GSC router refers to our router reported in this paper.
Our router has been tested against industrial circuits.

Table II gives some details about the circuit exam-

pies. These being customer designs, very little func-
tionality details are available.
We report results for representative channels in Ta-

ble III. Figure 12 illustrates the relationship of exe-
cution time against the number of tracks for seven
channels.

Figure 13 illustrates the performance in terms of
number of fuses programmed against the number of
tracks for seven of the routing channels.

6.1. Channel Width

The reason why channel width does not improve sig-
nificantly even when doglegs are allowed in the chan-
nel is probably because the segmentation scheme
used for the experimentation has been tuned towards

Table II Benchmark examples from industry

Actel Name No. of Modules

Design 782
Design 2 1142
Design 3 1112
Design 4 1224
Design 5 1056
Design 6 1020
Design 7 1033
Design 8 1086
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FIGURE 12 Execution Time Vs Number of Tracks

single-track routing and not towards generalized seg-
mented routing. The design of a segmentation scheme
to facilitate doglegs remains an open problem and has
not been addressed in this work. The absence of ver-
tical constraints will reduce the number of cases
where doglegging is effective in reducing channel

Table III Routing results for GSC Router on selected channels

Chan. No. No. of No. of CPU sec. No. of Fuses
Nets tracks Doglegs

2 175

13 171

14 189

26 1.3 14
27 1.6 2 10
28 1.4 10
29 1.6 7
30 1.5 6
31 1.8 6
35 2.4 0 4
28 0.9 47
29 1.0 0 46
30 1.0 43
31 1.1 39
32 1.3 2 29
33 1.4 2 24
34 1.9 2 22
35 2.2 2 24
27 2.1 3 34
28 2.3 34
29 2.3 3 28
30 2.5 2 28
31 2.7 2 28
32 2.7 26
33 2.9 25
34 3.4 24
35 3.6 23

FIGURE 13 Number of Antifuses Programmed Vs Number of
Tracks

width. It must be pointed out that a few doglegs were

introduced by our router during routing and it did

improve locally the segment utilization. But only in
one case ((Table I), Netlist # 1) was it significant
enough to cause an overall reduction in channel
width. This is indicated by row #1 of Table I.

6.2. Performance of the Router in Terms of
Delay and Run-Time

The main contributor to the net delay in segmented
routing is the number of Antifuses that lie in the path
of the driving signal. The PLICE Antifuse which is

used in Actel family of FPGAs has a resistance (after
programming) of about 500 ohms. This is so signifi-
cant that if more than 3-4 Antifuses are driven by a

signal, rapid deterioration of the signal level takes
place. Hence, it is highly desirable to reduce the num-
ber of programmed Antifuses in the path of the nets.

As seen from Tables I and III, the number of fuses
programmed due to routing by our router decreases
significantly as the search space, in terms of number
of tracks, increases. And this is achieved without a

significant increase in run-time.

6.3. Memory Requirements

The memory requirements for our router are ex-

tremely small and this is another attractive feature of
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the router. This is so because of the column-by-
column nature of routing. For each column the Rout-
ing_Permutations_Tree is built and then freed before
going on to the next column. Also, due to pruning the
size of the Routing_Permutations_Tree in the GSC
Router is kept quite small.

7. CONCLUDING REMARKS

A generalized segmented channel router has been de-
veloped for row-based FPGAs. It has a capability of
performing generalized segmented channel routing,
i.e., the connections can, by means of doglegs, be
assigned to more than one track. The memory re-

quirements for the router are very low. The router is

extremely fast even for large number of tracks in the
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